
Name:           Date:        Long (i) at the end of words 

 
 

Normally the long (i) sound is represented at the end of words by the letter y. The 

words below are naughty red words that belong to Nina and Neil because they 

represent the long (i) sound at the end of words in different ways.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'buy, b ... u ... y'   

 

  You need money to buy things. 

                                              

  When someone leaves, you say bye to them. 

                                              

  When you die, you are not alive anymore. 

                                              

  If you lie, you do not tell the truth. 

                                              

  Do you know how to tie your shoe laces? 

                                              

  A pie is a food with something inside pastry. 

                                              

  If something is high, you may not be able to reach it. 

                                              

  If you are fed up, you might give a little sigh. 

                                              

  Your thigh is the top part of your leg. 

                                              

  You use each eye to see. 

                                              

 

Now test yourself without looking at the words and check for yourself if you got 

them all right. Practice writing any words that you made mistakes on again. 
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Normally the long (i) sound is represented at the end of words by the letter y. The 

words below are naughty red words that belong to Nina and Neil because they 

represent the long (i) sound at the end of words in different ways.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'buy, b ... u ... y'   

 

Try to spell each word without looking at it.  
 

   You need money to     things. 

                                    

   When someone leaves, you say     to them. 

                                    

   When you    , you are not alive anymore. 

                                    

   If you    , you do not tell the truth. 

                                    

   Do you know how to     your shoe laces? 

                                    

   A     is a food with something inside pastry. 

                                    

   If something is    , you may not be able to reach it. 

                                    

   If you are fed up, you might give a little    . 

                                    

   Your     is the top part of your leg. 

                                    

   You use each     to see. 

                                    

 

Now check for yourself if you got them all right. Practice writing any words that 

you made mistakes on again. 
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